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Napoleon 1814

On the Napoleonic Wars
This all-new volume chronicles the events that climaxed on the field of Austerlitz in one of the most
famous battles of the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815). Not only was it the first campaign that Napoleon
waged as Emperor of France, but also the first great test for his Grande Armée. The Emperor himself
regarded it as his greatest victory and it undoubtedly won him a mastery of Europe that would remain
unbroken for almost a decade. Most accounts of the campaign have until now been based almost exclusively
on French sources, but following extensive research in the Austrian archives Ian Castle is now able to
provide a far more balanced account of Austerlitz.

Borodino 1812
“Gripping . . . a compelling story of personal hubris and humbling defeat.” —Jack Weatherford,author of
the New York Times bestseller Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World In a masterful dual
narrative that pits the heights of human ambition and achievement against the supremacy of nature, New
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York Times bestselling author Stephan Talty tells the story of a mighty ruler and a tiny microbe,
antagonists whose struggle would shape the modern world. In the spring of 1812, Napoleon Bonaparte was
at the height of his powers. Forty-five million called him emperor, and he commanded a nation that was
the richest, most cultured, and advanced on earth. No army could stand against his impeccably trained,
brilliantly led forces, and his continued sweep across Europe seemed inevitable. Early that year,
bolstered by his successes, Napoleon turned his attentions toward Moscow, helming the largest invasion
in human history. Surely, Tsar Alexander’s outnumbered troops would crumble against this mighty force.
But another powerful and ancient enemy awaited Napoleon’s men in the Russian steppes. Virulent and
swift, this microscopic foe would bring the emperor to his knees. Even as the Russians retreated before
him in disarray, Napoleon found his army disappearing, his frantic doctors powerless to explain what had
struck down a hundred thousand soldiers. The emperor’s vaunted military brilliance suddenly seemed
useless, and when the Russians put their own occupied capital to the torch, the campaign became a
desperate race through the frozen landscape as troops continued to die by the thousands. Through it all,
with tragic heroism, Napoleon’s disease-ravaged, freezing, starving men somehow rallied, again and
again, to cries of “Vive l’Empereur!” Yet Talty’s sweeping tale takes us far beyond the doomed heroics
and bloody clashes of the battlefield. The Illustrious Dead delves deep into the origins of the pathogen
that finally ended the mighty emperor’s dreams of world conquest and exposes this “war plague’s” hidden
role throughout history. A tale of two unstoppable forces meeting on the road to Moscow in an epic clash
of killer microbe and peerless army, The Illustrious Dead is a historical whodunit in which a million
lives hang in the balance. From the Hardcover edition.

Baron Larrey, Surgeon General to Napoleon's Armies
This is a masterly and concise reinterpretation of one of the seminal events in modern history, by one
of the world's foremost military historians. The battle on Sunday 18th June 1815, near Waterloo, Belgium
was to be Napoleon's greatest triumph - but it ended in one of the greatest military upsets of all time.
Waterloo became a legend overnight and remains one of the most argued-over battles in history. Lord
Wellington immortally dubbed it 'the nearest-run thing you ever saw in your life', but the British
victory became iconic, a triumph of endurance that ensured a 19th century world in which Britain played
the key role; it was also a defining moment for the French, bringing Napoleon I's reign to an end and
closing the second Hundred Years' War. Alongside the great drama and powerful characters, Jeremy Black
gives readers a fascinating look at where this battle belongs in the larger story of the tectonic power
shifts in Europe, and the story of military modernisation. The result is a revelatory view of Waterloo's
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place in the broader historical arc. Black sets this battle in the context of warfare in the period, and
not only that of Napoleonic Europe. He also uses Waterloo to explore the changing nature of war, the
rise and fall of Napoleon's empire, and the influence of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars on
the 19th century. Drawing on all the latest scholarship, Jeremy Black brings this thrilling story - and
the world in which it is set - vividly to life.

The Military Maxims of Napoleon

History of Europe from the Fall of Napoleon in 1815 to the Accession of Louis Napoleon in
1852

The Story of the Greatest Nations: England
In August 1805, Napoleon abandoned his plans for the invasion of Britain and diverted his army to the
Danube Valley to confront Austrian and Russian forces in a bid for control of central Europe. The
campaign culminated with the Battle of Austerlitz, regarded by many as Napoleon's greatest triumph,
whose far-reaching effects paved the way for French hegemony on the Continent for the next decade. In
this concise volume, acclaimed military historian Gregory Fremont-Barnes uses detailed profiles to
explore the leaders, tactics and weaponry of the clashing French, Austrian and Russian forces. Packed
with fact boxes, maps and more, Napoleon's Greatest Triumph is the perfect way to explore this important
battle and the rise of Napoleon's reputation as a supreme military leader.

Napoleon on the Art of War
Documents the twenty-two-year military struggle between England and France throughout the turn of the
eighteenth century, evaluating the roles of such contributors as Napoleon Bonaparte, the Duke of
Wellington, and Horatio Nelson.

Swords Around A Throne
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Napoleon in Caricature 1795-1821

Military Review
One of the most colorful characters in the Napoleonic pantheon, Gebhard Leberecht von Blücher
(1742–1819) is best known as the Prussian general who, along with the Duke of Wellington, defeated
Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo. Throughout his long career, Blücher distinguished himself as a bold
commander, but his actions at times appeared erratic and reckless. This magnificent biography by Michael
V. Leggiere, an award-winning historian of the Napoleonic Wars, is the first scholarly book in English
to explore Blücher’s life and military career—and his impact on Napoleon. Drawing on exhaustive research
in European archives, Leggiere eschews the melodrama of earlier biographies and offers instead a richly
nuanced portrait of a talented leader who, contrary to popular perception, had a strong grasp of
military strategy. Nicknamed “Marshal Forward” by his soldiers, he in fact retreated more often than he
attacked. Focusing on the campaigns of 1813, 1814, and 1815, Leggiere evaluates the full effects of
Blücher’s operations on his archenemy. In addition to providing military analysis, Leggiere draws
extensively from Blücher’s own writings to reveal the man behind the legend. Though tough as nails on
the outside, Blücher was a loving family man who deplored the casualties of war. This meticulously
written biography, enhanced by detailed maps and other illustrations, fills a large gap in our
understanding of a complex man who, for all his flaws and eccentricities, is justly credited with
releasing Europe from the yoke of Napoleon’s tyranny.

Austerlitz 1805
This in-depth study of The Battle of Austerlitz, considered Napoleon’s greatest victory, won the
Napoleon Foundation’s History Grand Prize. Sometimes called The Battle of Three Emperors, Napoleon’s
victory against the combined forces of Russia and Austria brought a decisive end to The War of the Third
Coalition. The magnitude of the French achievement against a larger army was met by sheer amazement and
delirium in Paris, where just days earlier the nation had been teetering on the brink of financial
collapse. In 1805: Austerlitz, historian Robert Goetz demonstrates how Napoleon and his Grande Armée of
1805 defeated a formidable professional army that had fought the French armies on equal terms five years
earlier. Goetz analyses the planning of the opposing forces and details the course of the battle hour by
hour, describing the fierce see-saw battle around Sokolnitz, the epic struggle for the Pratzen Heights,
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the dramatic engagement between the legendary Lannes and Bagration in the north, and the widely
misunderstood clash of Napoleon’s Imperial Guard and Alexander’s Imperial Leib-Guard. Goetz’s detailed
and balanced assessment of the battle exposes many myths that have been perpetuated and even embellished
in other accounts.

The Illustrious Dead
In this authoritative and beautifully illustrated new account of Napoleon's greatest victory and the
campaign that preceded it, Ian Castle sheds new light on the actions of the commanders and questions the
assumptions—and explores the myths—that have shaped our understanding of the event ever since. His
account follows every twist and turn of a war that was fought out across central Europe two centuries
ago. In particular he reconstructs the course of the action in every sector of the Austerlitz
battlefield, using French, Austrian and Russian records, and re-evaluates the place of the battle in the
history and mythology of the Napoleonic era.

World History

The Battle of Waterloo
History has tended to measure war's winners and losers in terms of its major engagements, battles in
which the result was so clear-cut that they could be considered "decisive." Cannae, Konigsberg,
Austerlitz, Midway, Agincourt-all resonate in the literature of war and in our imaginations as tideturning. But these legendary battles may or may not have determined the final outcome of the wars in
which they were fought. Nor has the "genius" of the so-called Great Captains - from Alexander the Great
to Frederick the Great and Napoleon - play a major role. Wars are decided in other ways. Cathal J.
Nolan's The Allure of Battle systematically and engrossingly examines the great battles, tracing what he
calls "short-war thinking," the hope that victory might be swift and wars brief. As he proves
persuasively, however, such has almost never been the case. Even the major engagements have mainly
contributed to victory or defeat by accelerating the erosion of the other side's defences. Massive
conflicts, the so-called "people's wars," beginning with Napoleon and continuing until 1945, have
consisted of and been determined by prolonged stalemate and attrition, industrial wars in which the
determining factor has been not military but matériel. Nolan's masterful book places battles squarely
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and mercilessly within the context of the wider conflict in which they took place. In the process it
help corrects a distorted view of battle's role in war, replacing popular images of the "battles of
annihilation" with somber appreciation of the commitments and human sacrifices made throughout centuries
of war particularly among the Great Powers. Accessible, provocative, exhaustive, and illuminating, The
Allure of Battle will spark fresh debate about the history and conduct of warfare.

History of Europe from the Fall of Napoleon in MDCCCXV to the Accession of Louis Napoleon
in MDCCCLII by Sir Archibald Alison, Bart., D.C.L

Napoleon
A charmingly personal history of Hapsburg Europe, as lively as it is informative, by the author of
Germania For centuries much of Europe and the Holy Roman Empire was in the royal hands of the very
peculiar Habsburg family. An unstable mixture of wizards, obsessives, melancholics, bores, musicians and
warriors, they saw off—through luck, guile and sheer mulishness—any number of rivals, until finally
packing up in 1918. From their principal lairs along the Danube they ruled most of Central Europe and
Germany and interfered everywhere—indeed the history of Europe hardly makes sense without the House of
Hapsburg. Danubia, Simon Winder's hilarious new book, plunges the reader into a maelstrom of alchemy,
royalty, skeletons, jewels, bear-moats, unfortunate marriages and a guinea-pig village. Full of music,
piracy, religion and fighting, it is the history of a strange dynasty, and the people they ruled, who
spoke many different languages, lived in a vast range of landscapes, believed in rival gods and often
showed a marked ingratitude towards their oddball ruler in Vienna. Readers who discovered Simon Winder's
storytelling genius and infectious curiosity in Germania will be delighted by the eccentric and
fascinating tale of the Habsburgs and their world.

England

Austerlitz
An essential volume of Napoleon’s wisdom on the art of war. Nearly two hundred years after his death,
Napoleon remains widely regarded as one of the greatest military commanders of all time. Here, in one
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volume, is the essence of Napoleon’s knowledge and wisdom, the fruit of his practical experience, and
his study of the great empire-builders from Alexander to Frederick the Great. Working from the best
among previous editions of Napoleon’s maxims, including the work produced in 1901 by William E. Cairnes,
noted Napoleonic historian David G. Chandler has contributed commentary that examines Napoleon’s work
from the twentieth-century perspective of the two world wars, Vietnam, and other conflicts, and analyzes
the ways in which commanders have observed or failed to observe Napoleon’s teachings. The Military
Maxims of Napoleon is a unique collection of tenets on the art of war. They reveal the principles on
which his military, diplomatic, and political triumphs were built. Now every military student and
enthusiast can benefit from the brilliance of Napoleonic insight and wisdom. “The Military Maxims of
Napoleon provides a most valuable insight into the Napoleonic art of war . . . David G. Chandler is the
foremost modern authority on the subject, which makes this work essential reading.” —Philip J.
Haythornthwaite, author of Invincible Generals Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are
proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the
Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the
American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

The Story of the Greatest Nations

Napoleon and Wellington
This authoritative, comprehensive, and enthralling book describes and analyzes Napoleon's most powerful
weapon -- the Grande Armee which at its peak numbered over a million soldiers. Elting examines every
facet of this incredibly complex human machine: its organization, command system, logistics, weapons,
tactics, discipline, recreation, mobile hospitals, camp followers, and more. From the army's formation
out of the turmoil of Revolutionary France through its swift conquests of vast territories across Europe
to its legendary death at Waterloo, this book uses excerpts from soldiers' letters, eyewitness accounts,
and numerous firsthand details to place the reader in the boots of Napoleon's conscripts and generals.
In Elting's masterful hands the experience is truly unforgettable.
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Napoleon
Napoleon's 1807 campaign against the Russians came close to being his first defeat. At Eylau the Emperor
was outnumbered by the army of the Russian commander Bennigsen, yet he accepted battle. His reputation
was saved by the flamboyant Murat, who led one of the greatest cavalry charges in history. Christopher
Summerville's gripping account of this bitterly fought clash and of Napoleon's subsequent triumph at
Friedland is the first extensive study of the campaign to be published for a century. The story is told
in the concise, clear Campaign Chronicles format which records the action in vivid detail, day by day,
hour by hour. Included are full orders of battle showing the chain of command and the fighting
capabilities of the opposing armies.

Danubia: A Personal History of Habsburg Europe
Explores the relationship between the French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte and the Duke of Wellington prior
to and in the aftermath of the Battle of Waterloo, the most decisive battle of the nineteenth century.

The War Correspondence of the Daily News, 1870

Wars Against Napoleon

Blücher
Draws on the recent publication of Napoleon's thousands of letters to share new insights into his
character, motivations, and relationships.

The Allure of Battle
Popular and scholarly history presents a one-dimensional image of Napoleon as an inveterate instigator
of war who repeatedly sought large-scale military conquests. General Franceschi and Ben Weider dismantle
this false conclusion in The Wars Against Napoleon, a brilliantly written and researched study that
turns our understanding of the French emperor on its head. Avoiding the simplistic clichés and
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rudimentary caricatures many historians use when discussing Napoleon, Franceschi and Weider argue
persuasively that the caricature of the megalomaniac conqueror who bled Europe white to satisfy his
delirious ambitions and insatiable love for war is groundless. By carefully scrutinizing the facts of
the period and scrupulously avoiding the sometimes confusing cause and effect of major historical
events, they paint a compelling portrait of a fundamentally pacifist Napoleon, one completely at odds
with modern scholarly thought. This rigorous intellectual presentation is based upon three principal
themes. The first explains how an unavoidable belligerent situation existed after the French Revolution
of 1789. The new France inherited by Napoleon was faced with the implacable hatred of reactionary
European monarchies determined to restore the ancient regime. All-out war was therefore inevitable
unless France renounced the modern world to which it had just painfully given birth. The second theme
emphasizes Napoleon’s determined efforts (“bordering on an obsession,” argue the authors) to avoid this
inevitable conflict. The political strategy of the Consulate and the Empire was based on the intangible
principle of preventing or avoiding these wars, not on conquering territory. Finally, the authors
examine, conflict by conflict, the evidence that Napoleon never declared war. As he later explained at
Saint Helena, it was he who was always attacked—not the other way around. His adversaries pressured and
even forced the Emperor to employ his unequalled military genius. After each of his memorable victories
Napoleon offered concessions, often extravagant ones, to the defeated enemy for the sole purpose of
avoiding another war. Lavishly illustrated, persuasively argued, and carefully illustrated with original
maps and battle diagrams, The Wars Against Napoleon presents a courageous and uniquely accurate
historical idea that will surely arouse vigorous debate within the international historical community.

Opera Magazine
Osprey's examination of one of the most crucial battles of the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815). Austerlitz
was the battle that established Napoleon's reputation: a classic example of the general's masterly use
of deception to lure his enemy into a carefully devised trap. Beginning with the bold and crushing
advance of the French Army from the Rhine to the Danube, David Chandler describes the envelopment of
Mack's army at Ulm, the manoeuvres to Austerlitz and the counter-attack that resulted in the decisive
defeat for the Austro-Russian Army. Excellent overview illustrations of the battlefield at Austerlitz
supplement the text by clearly showing the movements of the opposing armies.

1805 Austerlitz
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In a tense, crowded thirty-three days in the autumn of 1799, Napoleon Bonaparte organized a coup and
made himself dictator of France. Yet his position was precarious. He knew that France would accept his
rule only if he gained military victories that brought peace. James Arnold, in this detailed and
compelling account, describes the extraordinary campaigns that followed. At Marengo Bonaparte defeated
the Austrians and his fellow general Jean Moreau beat the combined Austrian and Bavarian armies at
Hohenlinden. These twin campaigns proved decisive. Bonaparte's dictatorship was secure and his enemies
across Europe were forced into a 15-year struggle to overthrow him

Thunder on the Danube

The Court of the Empress Josephine
An analysis of crucial moments in the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars by one of the leading
military historians of the twentieth century.

The History of Napoleon Buonaparte
In 1814, after two successive years of defeat in Russia and central Europe, Napoleon was faced with the
ultimate disaster - an Allied invasion of France itself. The conduct of the intense, fast-moving
campaign that followed has been widely hailed as one of his greatest feats as a commander, yet it has
rarely been described fully and objectively. Andrew Uffindell, in this gripping and original study,
reconstructs the campaign, reassesses Napoleon's military leadership and provides a masterly account of
a campaign that helped shape modern Europe. Using numerous eyewitness accounts, Napoleon 1814 records
the swift succession of clashes in graphic detail, leading up to the final battle outside Paris, the
biggest and bloodiest of the entire campaign, and then the extraordinary drama of Napoleon's abdication.
It shows for the first time how the course of the campaign was repeatedly determined by the weather and
the terrain. The author also covers events off the battlefield, and examines a strangely neglected
aspect of the campaign: the devastating impact on the civilian population. He provides a vivid and
moving portrayal of a society traumatized by the brutal experience of war, as ordinary people struggled
to survive and confront the moral dilemmas posed by enemy occupation.

How Far From Austerlitz?
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A London Sunday Times Book of the Year A Daily Telegraph Book of the Year The Battle of Austerlitz was
Napoleon's greatest victory, the culmination of one of the greatest military campaigns of all time. It
was also the last battle the "Father of Modern Warfare" would leave in absolute triumph, for, though he
did not know it, Austerlitz marked the beginning of Napoleon's downfall. His triumph was too complete
and his conquest too brutal to last. Like Hitler, he came to believe he was invincible, that no force
could halt his bloody march across Europe. Like Hitler, he paid dearly for his hubris, climaxing in
bitter defeat at Waterloo in 1815. In a matter of years, he had fallen from grace. Alistair Horne
explores the theme of military success and failure in How Far From Austerlitz? He chronicles Napoleon's
rise and fall, drawing parallels with other great leaders of the modern era.

Marengo & Hohenlinden
This is the first life of Napoleon, in any language, that makes full use of the new version of his
Correspondence compiled by the Fondation Napolon in Paris to replace the sanitized compilation made
under the Second French Empire as a propaganda exercise by his nephew, Napoleon III. All previous lives
of Napoleon have relied more on the memoirs of others than on his own uncensored words. Michael Broers'
biography draws on the thoughts of Napoleon himself as his incomparable life unfolded. It reveals a man
of intense emotion, but also of iron self-discipline; of acute intelligence and immeasurable energy.
Tracing his life from its dangerous Corsican roots, through his rejection of his early identity, and the
dangerous military encounters of his early career, it tells the story of the sheer determination,
ruthlessness and careful calculation that won him the precarious mastery of Europe by 1807. After the
epic battles of Austerlitz, Jena and Friedland, France was the dominant land power on the continent.
Here is the first life in which Napoleon speaks in his own voice, but not always as he wanted the world
to hear him.

Famous Women of the French Court
This is a masterly and concise reinterpretation of one of the seminal events in modern history, by one
of the world's foremost military historians. The battle on Sunday 18th June 1815, near Waterloo, Belgium
was to be Napoleon's greatest triumph - but it ended in one of the greatest military upsets of all time.
Waterloo became a legend overnight and remains one of the most argued-over battles in history. Lord
Wellington immortally dubbed it 'the nearest-run thing you ever saw in your life', but the British
victory became iconic, a triumph of endurance that ensured a 19th century world in which Britain played
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the key role; it was also a defining moment for the French, bringing Napoleon I's reign to an end and
closing the second Hundred Years' War. Alongside the great drama and powerful characters, Jeremy Black
gives readers a fascinating look at where this battle belongs in the larger story of the tectonic power
shifts in Europe, and the story of military modernisation. The result is a revelatory view of Waterloo's
place in the broader historical arc. Black sets this battle in the context of warfare in the period, and
not only that of Napoleonic Europe. He also uses Waterloo to explore the changing nature of war, the
rise and fall of Napoleon's empire, and the influence of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars on
the 19th century. Drawing on all the latest scholarship, Jeremy Black brings this thrilling story - and
the world in which it is set - vividly to life.

Napoleon's Polish Gamble

The War of Wars

Napoleon's Greatest Triumph
The battle of Borodino was one of the greatest encounters in European history, and one of the largest
and most sanguinary in the Napoleonic Wars. Following the breakdown of relations between Russia and
France, Napoleon assembled a vast Grande Armée drawn from the many states within the French sphere of
influence. They crossed the river Neimen and entered Russian territory in June 1812 with the aim of
inflicting a sharp defeat on the Tsar's forces and bringing the Russians back into line. In a bloody
battle of head-on attacks and desperate counter-attacks in the village of Borodino on 7 September 1812,
both sides lost about a third of their men, with the Russians forced to withdraw and abandon Moscow to
the French. However, the Grande Armée was harassed by Russian troops all the way back and was destroyed
by the retreat. The greatest army Napoleon had ever commanded was reduced to a shadow of frozen,
starving fugitives. This title will cover the events of Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign of 1812
in its entirety, with the set-piece battle of Borodino proving the focal point of the book.

The Battle of Waterloo
The Franco-Austrian War of 1809 was NapoleonÍs last victorious war. He would win many battles in his
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future campaigns, but never again would one of EuropeÍs great powers lie broken at his feet. In this
respect 1809 represents a high point of the First Empire yet at the same time NapoleonÍs armies were
declining in quality and he was beginning to display the corrosive flaws that contributed to his
downfall five years later. In this volume Gill tackles the political background to the war and the
opening battles of Abensberg, EggmÙhl and Regensberg. He explores the motivations that prompted Austria
to launch an offensive against France while Napoleon and many of his veterans were distracted in Spain.
Though surprised by the timing of the Austrian attack on the 10th April, the French Emperor completely
reversed a dire strategic situation with stunning blows that he called his ïmost brilliant and most
skillful maneuversÍ. Following a breathless pursuit down the Danube valley, Napoleon occupied the
palaces of the Habsburgs for the second time in four years. Basing his work on years of primary research
and battlefield visits, Gill provides a thorough analysis replete with spectacular combat, diplomatic
intrigue and the illustrious cast of characters that populated this extraordinary age. The concluding
volumes will take the war to its conclusion, including NapoleonÍs first unequivocal repulse at the
Battle of Espern-Essling, the titanic Battle of Wagram and the neglected struggle at Znaim that led to
armistice.

Austerlitz 1805
Napoleon. The passage of time has not dimmed the power of his name. A century and a half after his
death, Napoleon remains the greatest military genius of the modern world. Yet unlike Machiavelli,
Clausewitz, or Sun Tzu, his name has not crowned any single literary work. The subject of thousands of
biographies and treatises on warfare, he is the author of none. Until now. The great general and
conqueror of Europe may not have written any books, but he was a prolific writer. Thousands of his
missives to subordinates survive, and these documents reflect the broad range of a fearless and incisive
mind. From them, military historian Jay Luvaas has wrought a seamless whole. Luvaas has spent decades
culling, editing, and arranging Napoleon's thoughts into coherent essays and arguments. In the
remarkable result. Napoleon speaks without interruption in a work that will forever change the way we
view him. Luvaas covers every subject Napoleon wrote about, from the need for preparation -- "Simply
gathering men together does not produce real soldiers; drill, instruction, and skill is what makes real
soldiers." -- to the essence of victory -- "To win is not enough: It is necessary to profit from
success." On education, leadership, strategy and history, Napoleon speaks with an authority unique to
those who have ruled a continent. In these pages lies the wisdom of a giant who knew life's greatest
achievements and its lowest lows: triumph and conquest, exile and disgrace. Whether you are a student of
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military strategy or a business professional eager to learn from the greatest manager of personnel that
the world has ever known, Napoleon on the Art of War has something for you. From the specifies of
Napoleon's use of cavalry and unique reliance upon artillery to an all-encompassing vision of life from
a man of supreme confidence and success, you'll find it here. This is the only straightforward
explanation of Napoleon's campaigns and philosophy by the man himself.
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